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Harkin on Ross’s The Life of Adam Smith
a few days before his demise in July 1790; Stewart commented on Smith’s unusually strong dislike of students
taking any notes at all on his lectures; and, as the editors
of Smith’s correspondence in the Glasgow edition of his
works noted in 1977, in the golden age of letter-writing,
Smith produced a remarkably small body of correspondence.[3] The total of surviving letters over a fifty-year
period from 1740 to 1790 is well under two hundred, with
only a few dozen more known to have existed. Such a
record was reason both for friends like David Hume to
complain of neglect to Smith, and for biographers to hesitate.

When Ian Simpson Ross published the first edition of
his Life of Adam Smith in 1995 it had been many years
since the last full-scale biography of his subject. Despite
the status of The Wealth of Nations (1776) and to a lesser
extent, The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759), Smith had
not, until quite recently, attracted much specifically biographical investigation. Before 1995 the most recent major biography had been W. R. Scott’s in 1937, preceded by
John Rae’s in 1895 and the foundational text of all Smith
biographies, Dugald Stewart’s short biographical sketch
of 1795.[1] For all the intimate knowledge Stewart had of
Smith’s life and circle, his short narrative concluded with
a note of disappointment, the suggestion being that the
biographer’s task was, in the case of Smith, rendered extraordinarily difficult by the subject’s life being so “barren of incident.”[2]

The co-editor of the 1977 volume of correspondence,
part of the six-volume Glasgow edition of Smith’s works
published between 1976 and 1987, was, of course, Ian
Simpson Ross, and the meticulous reconstruction of the
The relative paucity of biographical commentary on material circumstances of Smith’s life in the annotations
Smith before Simpson Ross would appear to be testament to these letters formed the foundation for the extraordito the kind of challenge Stewart noted, rather than to a nary detail of his 1995 biography. Now within the same
lack of interest in Smith’s work and influence. Adding year, 2010, we have not only another major new biograto the problem of lack of incident, there is a further phy of Adam Smith from Nicholas Phillipson, but a secobstacle to writing any life of Smith: the lack of any ond edition of Ian Simpson Ross’s book.[4] That Smith is
substantial record left by Smith in correspondence or now attracting this level of biographical investigation is
journals. Smith appears–perhaps even more notably to not the product of the discovery of any major new letters,
readers accustomed to the constant flow of twenty-first- documents, or facts, but of the dramatic surge of interest
century electronic communications–to have been consti- in Smith and the reevaluation of the significance of his
tutionally disinclined to commit himself in writing, with work across a range of disciplines over the last three or
the exception of course being his magisterial treatises. so decades–an interest that the Glasgow edition has itself
Smith famously had most of his surviving incomplete helped to foster.
manuscripts burnt by his executors in a deathbed bonfire
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Simpson Ross’s biography was acclaimed on its first
publication for its command of every material detail of
Smith’s daily life in Glasgow and Edinburgh. In its
twenty-four chapters it followed the major stages of his
personal and professional life, his writing of The Wealth
of Nations and the Theory, including his numerous revisions, and other projects. Part of the achievement of
Simpson Ross’s book is precisely in its accretion of the
details of daily life and the implicit challenge this posed
to the traditional image of Smith as unsociable, traditional since Stewart’s first sketch of Smith as awkward
in company. Simpson Ross’s portrait stressed instead the
range and depth of Smith’s social and familial relationships. Smith’s actual responses to particular situations,
however–bringing back the body after the death of the
younger brother in his charge, the Duke of Buccleugh,
to the family home, for example (p. 234)–remain necessarily somewhat conjectural in light of the absence of
Smith’s direct commentary: “It seems … ”; “It is likely …”;
and so on.

suggests in the preface to the second edition, this is in
part a response to scholarship of the last fifteen or twenty
years on colonialism and postcolonialism, which has rendered more visible Smith’s concerns with the forms and
reach of the late eighteenth-century British Empire in his
work.
Two hundred and twenty years after his death, we
now have two impressive and complementary recent biographies of Smith: Simpson Ross’s reconstruction of
Smith’s society, daily life, writing habits, and relationships, and Phillipson’s tracking of the development of
Smith’s ideas and intellectual character through his texts.
While Simpson Ross’s study refrains from interweaving
biography with a reinterpretation of Smith’s texts his
work lays the strongest foundation for such interpretative work. His account will be mined for many years to
come.
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